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POLYOAMY AND ITS RELATION TO SOCIAL WELFARE AND ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT - PARTICULARLY ITS ECONOMIC EFFECT IN RURAL

AREAS ,mERE .IT IS PRACTICED

Nigeria, Ghana and Liberial draft resolution,

The Economic Commission for Africa,

ReCognizing the fact that polygamy is being practised in many parts

of Africa and that those ~ho practice it see nothing wrong in it but th~t

on the contrary they regard those ~ho preach against polygamy as not

realistic;

,iic, ,ReCOgnizing that some of those who practice polygamy are in fact

allowed and encouraged to do so by their religion provided that they fulfil

all the conditions laid down by their religion;

ReCogniZing that if Moslem countries have insisted on seeing that all

Moslems who marry more than one ~ife fulfil all the necessary con~tions

required by Islam instead of some Moslem countries going to the extent of

p"seing laws to p:rqh~b:j,t',polygamy,i;he misunderstanding and disapproval

about the system woulci have been" ext:remely limited;

ReCOgnizing that any' country whiGh prohibits polygamy by legislation

is in fact guilty of denying freedom of ~orship to those who are allowed

by their religion, under certain conditions, to be polygamous;
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prohibition of polygamy by legislation

the country concerned disagreeing funda

of the Moslem Religion;

Recognizing that unqualified

in a Moslem country tantamount to

inen;!i.ally wi th the oer"'iHol'""l!~tionr ,. \'.. Y t .... r; "11 '

ReCognizing that in r 1 areas where polygamy is practised the

social ivil of ~os"tjio, . almost unkown vhe re as in Europe, for example,

~er~ p~tygJmy ~ tb\a~y prohibited prostituion is a big problem assuming
:

vel':t'd!isg]l~l"b9fu1...tcfrn!st '..'-. ..., - -----. - - . ". ....
Reoognizingthat there is an eoonomio advantagB where a polygamous

family of, sayfour orJ'ive,alLwork on their farms and, thus not onLy

earn their livelihood in a decent manner, but also at the same time assist

in solving the problem of unemployment for women ~1d girls;

Re cOgni zin~,~llat.!' child.:,who :,i, ii, ,PQ}.llJ;lf,apo,iyga.mous family has no thing

to be ashamed of whereas the lif~ of !!:.e~_:i,~,~,.born of an lplkn0",1" fa,ther,

which is most likely where many joble~~.women and girls live, is completely

and innocently ruined by no fault of his;

Recognizing that if all men who have been able to attain reasonable

standards of education and have made success in life are allowed to marry

up to four wives, and if the four wives produce say threeS,hildl,'en elich, the

communi ty has more, chance of adding to its number twelve ,reasonably intel1i

'gent members than if the three wives out of the four bave been allowed to

reproduce anyhow without family control;

Recognizing that unless tpe advantages and, disadvantages of polygamy

are authoritatively estabJ.,ished by the means ,of detailed, well organized

and'impartial study, there is .the danger that goV9rplJlEmtil will mistakenly
I

prohibit polygamy in areas, in which ,it is practised, thereby grossly inter-, ) , .
fering with a well established religious and social system of the people
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Recognizing that polygamy does not mean restricting the liberty of

women in any form whatsoever, and that even if it does so in any form a

Moslem can only refuse to practise it but cannot go to the extent of

prohibiting it without fundamentally disagreeing with his religion,

Rscognizing that whereas numerous views have been written against

polygamy, but that either due to fear of being regarded as backward or due

to other reasons, those who practice polygamy have not widely made known

their reasons - bs it religious, social, economical or moral;

Recognizing that a report on comprehensive and impartial study of

polygamy will be useful in furthering the understanding of the system by

governments and individuals who are for it or agaiast it;

Regards polygamy as an import2nt social and economic subjsct which

has not receivsd the detailed, well organized and impartial study, which

it dessrves;

Regussts the Executive Secretary to arrange for a detailed and

impartial study to be made of polygamy especially:

(1) its economic advantage or disadvantage to the community,

(2) to what extent it is effective as a weapon in checking ths

spread of prostitution from urban areas to rural areas,

(3) its physochological effect on women and report the findings

of the study to the fifth session of the Commission•
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